Abstract Spectral Clustering(SC) is a prominent data clustering technique of recent times which has attracted much attention from researchers. It is a highly data-driven method and makes no strict assumptions on the structure of the data to be clustered. One of the central pieces of spectral clustering is the construction of an affinity matrix based on a similarity measure between data points. The way the similarity measure is defined between data points has a direct impact on the performance of the SC technique. Several attempts have been made in the direction of strengthening the pairwise similarity measure to enhance the spectral clustering. In this work, we have defined a novel affinity measure by employing the concept of non-conformity used in Conformal Prediction(CP) framework. The non-conformity based affinity captures the relationship between neighborhoods of data points and has the power to generalize the notion of contextual similarity. We have shown that this formulation of affinity measure gives good results and compares well with the state of the art methods.
SC has become popular due to many advantages it has, such as the ability to cluster the non-convex data, requiring only the pairwise similarity, without imposing any condition on the global structure of the data. The idea in SC is to use the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix to find the representation of the data points in an appropriate dimensional space so that a naive K-means can cluster them easily.
An essential concept in the field of pattern recognition is to compare two data vectors. If this comparison can be performed accurately, high-level operations such as classification, regression, and clustering become easy to perform. There are many distances in the literature to compare two data vectors. Typically in SC, the Gaussian kernel is used to find the pairwise-similarity [21] . Some authors have proposed similarity are based on the density of the respective points [34] . In recent times, the similarity is being based on not just distance or density but also the additional neighborhood properties such as structural similarity [30] . Expanding on this idea, we have proposed a novel similarity metric based on the neighborhood sets of the respective points. We propose to capture the relationship between points and also between their corresponding neighborhoods in order to find pairwise similarity.
In order to achieve this, the Conformal Prediction framework proposed by Vovk et. al. [27] has been used in this work. In SC-based methods, the data is mapped to a graph where the data points are represented as nodes and the pairwise similarity among them is modeled as edge-weights. The SC algorithm then uses the graphcut strategy for partitioning the data into k groups. The most commonly used definition of similarity in SC is given by Gaussian kernel as follows: The similarity between two points z i and z j is defined as :
Using this as the basis, a wide variety of measures have been proposed by estimating the sigma parameter [11, 33] & kernel-based improvement [1, 4, 7] . Several techniques have also been proposed wherein the neighbourhood of a point is utilized to arrive at an optimal affinity matrix [18, 20, 31] . Since the neighbourhood captures the local characteristics of the data point, it strengthens the notion of similarity between points and thus gives better results in SC framework. Some of the methods in the literature which improve the similarity metric by optimally estimating the σ parameter have been discussed below. In the case of clustering of data, which is a combination of multiple distributions, a single value of σ cannot give us the best clustering. Addressing the estimation of local σ using local properties, Zelnik and Perona proposed Self-Tuning Spectral Clustering [33] . They estimate the local sigma(σ i ) at the point z i as the distance from the point to its k th nearest neighbour. Extending this idea to use the local information, Gu and Wang [11] defined local scale σ i as the average of distances from the point to its k nearest neighbors. Using this local sigma, an affinity is defined as
where d il is the distance between p i and p l ∈ N i .
Apart from scale estimation, some authors have proposed to improve the affinity definition in SC by incorporating density information into it. Since varying densities in the data is a challenging problem in clustering, pairwise affinity which use the local densities have been proposed in the literature. Yang et al. [30] have proposed a density sensitive SC method, in which the affinity between two points is said to be high if there is a path between them, which lies in the high-density region.
Using the K-means based density estimator with the sub-bagging procedure, Beauchemin [3] has proposed a novel affinity metric. The asymptotic properties of K-means were used for density estimation in Wong et al. [28] . Using the work of Wong and sub-bagging procedure, an accurate density estimation was performed for effective formulation of similarity metric.
The following are some of the methods in the literature which incorporate the local neighborhood information into the affinity definition by extracting additional characteristics from the data. Using the Common Nearest Neighbors(CNN) between two points as an additional characteristic, Zhang [34] et al. have proposed an affinity measure. The similarity measure in their work is defined as
where z k , z l ∈ S, the data set. σ is the scale parameter and CN N kl is the number of common nearest neighbors between z k , z l . The CNN feature incorporates the notion of spatial nearness of the points into the similarity measure Diao et al. [7] proposed a metric which incorporates spatial structure based projection distance into the similarity. The authors define a local projection neighbourhood (LPN) for any two data points z k , z l , The points within this neighbourhood are then projected on to the line connecting the two points. The adjusted projection distance is defined over the projected points and used to define a novel affinity metric.
An enhancement to the similarity using the concept of 'Neighbor propagation' has been proposed by Li and Guo [18] . The authors follow the following steps. The distance matrix D = (d ij ) which incorporates all the pairwise distances is constructed. From D, using Gaussian similarity function 1 the affinity matrix A = (a ij ) is calculated. Then the symmetric Neighbor relation matrix B = (b ij ) is constructed as follows:
where is a fixed threshold. Using the neighbor propagation rule described below the matrices B and W are updated accordingly. The neighbor propagation rule : If b ij =1, b jk =1 and b ik =0, then set b ik =1 and b ki =1, simultaneously, update a ik and a ki as min(a ij , a jk ).
Shared neighbors between the points have been used by Ye and Sakurai [31] to propose two novel similarity metrics. The first metric utilizes the number of shared neighbors. Given two points z i and z j and N i and N j are their respective neighbourhoods, then the similarity is defined as follows:
where |N i ∩ N j | is the number of shared nearest neighbors between N i and N j and k is the maximum number of nearest neighbors shared between points z i and z j in the directed KNN graph. The second similarity they proposed is based on how close the shared nearest neighbors are with respect to each other. The shared nearest neighbors in N i ∩ N j are weighed according to their orders relative to the data points z i , z j . The orders of shared nearest neighbors with respect to the data points z i , z j are used to weigh them and used to create a new similarity: If z r ∈ N i ∩ N j and z r is l th r neighbor of z i and j th r nearest neighbor of z j , then the weight(w ij ) of the shared nearest neighbors in N i ∩ N j is given as:
The second pairwise similarity, SC-cSNN is defined as:
This work utilizes the characteristics of the shared nearest neighbors, such as the number of shared nearest neighbors and how close they are to each other, thereby capturing the "closeness and local structure" of the data points. Arais et al. [1] enhanced the similarity of spectral clustering using the local PCA features. The procedure for calculating the affinity is as follows: For the given set of points S = { z 1 , z 2 , . . ., z n } ∈ R l & and n 0 centers are widely selected, A covariance matrix C i from the neighborhood of each center y i is computed. The authors define Q i , an orthogonal projection of y i onto space spanned by the top 'd' eigenvectors of the matrix C i .
The authors define the affinity among the centers as:
The cluster centers are clustered and the remaining data points are assigned to the nearest cluster centers with respect to the Euclidean distance. A robust gamma-powered similarity was proposed by Nataliani et al. [20] . They define similarity as follows:
for i = j and 0 otherwise (9) where β refers to the neighborhood size and γ > 0 is the given power parameter. The parameter β is calculated as: β = max(min j =i ||z i − z j ||). A method to find novel similarity using Power Ratio Cut (PRCut) was proposed by Challa et al. [4] . A faster SC model which retains the same accuracy has been proposed. Initially, the data is preprocessed using the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), thereby considerably reducing the size and time complexity of the algorithm. Using the Γ -limit of the spectral clustering algorithms, authors arrive at a fast version of SC. A discretization scheme to calculate the Γ -limit of the algorithms is employed. The PRCut based algorithm is also able to scale with the increase in the size of the data sets. From the summary of the methods described above, it can be observed that the local information plays a vital role in the construction of the affinity matrix.
Conformal Prediction (CP) is a method which determines precise levels of confidence in the predictions of a machine learning algorithm [27] . In this work, these concepts from the field of CP have been used to capture the local properties effectively. Using concepts such as Non-Conformity Measure (NCM) and P-Value (PV) in CP, a novel formulation of the similarity measure has been proposed.
The following is the brief discussion on the related works in conformal prediction. Eklund et al. [8] have proposed conformal prediction based method for drug discovery. QSAR modelling is a widely used technique to prioritize the compounds for experimental testing or to alert about the toxic properties of the compound. An offline inductive conformal prediction framework was proposed and applied to data obtained from AstraZeneca. Due to the violation of the randomness assumption, the validity of the conformal predictor was weakened. A semi-offline conformal prediction was adopted in order to strengthen the validity of the conformal predictor. They have found that in comparison to the traditional QSAR procedure, conformal predictions are highly useful in the drug discovery process.
Laxhammar and Falkman [16] have proposed anomaly detection using conformal prediction. They proposed a parameter-light algorithm called Similarity-based Nearest Neighbor Conformal Anomaly Detector (SNN-CAD) for online learning and sequential anomaly detection in trajectory data. They also proposed two parameter-free dissimilarity measures based on Hausdorff distance. They have demonstrated that their algorithm has a low false alarm rate without performing parameter tuning.
Smith et al. [24] proposed a conformal prediction based solution for finding anomalous trajectories in the maritime domain. They have used kernel density estimation based non-conformity measure in their algorithm.
Cherubin et al. [6] have proposed a clustering method based on conformal predictors as a multi-class unsupervised learning problem and applied it to the classification of bot-generated network traffic. The idea of cluster creation proposed by them: the prediction set proposed by the CP is interpreted as a set of possible objects which conform to the data set. This prediction set might consist of several parts that are interpreted as clusters. The significance level is used to regulate the depth of the clusters' hierarchy. Authors used the neighbouring rule to create the clusters and used Purity criterion for evaluating the cluster's accuracy.
In CP, P value is defined as the measure of conformity of a point z i with a set S. The non-conformity between point and a set is defined in multiple ways depending on the application. A relationship between a point and a set is defined using the concept of individual non-conformity. If P value(z i , S) is high, then z i conforms to S or in other words could be similar to the points in S as a whole. The notion of conformity has been used to define the similarity measure among data points. Our Contribution is the new definition of affinity measure based on non-conformity and P-value functions.
Our Contributions
A new approach to defining the affinity measure between data points has been proposed, which incorporates local characteristics of their neighbourhoods.
The main advantage of our work is that the similarity is based on the comparison between not just points but also their neighbourhoods, which gives us a greater sense of contrast between points.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the theory of spectral clustering, conformal prediction and the motivation behind our algorithm. In section 3, the methodology of our algorithm: modelling of data and the modified SC algorithm with proposed affinity measure have been presented. Section 4 discusses the results of our algorithm in comparison with state of the art techniques in SC. The conclusion and future work are presented in section 5.
Background

Spectral Clustering Approach
Let the given data set be represented as Z = {z 1 , ..., z n } in R l . The data points in Z are modelled as nodes of a graph, and an undirected ε-graph G = (V, E), where V = {v 1 , ..., v n } is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges is constructed as follows:
If the distance between any two data points z i and z j is less than a given parameter ε > 0, then the corresponding nodes v i , v j in the graph G are connected via an edge, denoted as (
where d z i z j is the distance between the data points z i and z j . Let each edge (v i , v j ) be weighted by s ij ≥ 0 which denotes the similarity between the data points z i and z j (such as Gaussian similarity in Eq.1).
The fundamental idea in SC is to find an optimal low dimensional embedding of the given data such that the clustering of data becomes easy. In order to find this embedding, the Eigen spectrum of the graph Laplacian is employed. In their work, Ng et al. [21] have used the top k eigenvectors of graph Laplacian to find the embedding of the data. The Laplacian matrix is evaluated as follows: The affinity matrix A is defined as A ij = (s ij ) where s ij is the similarity between z i and z j . The degree matrix D is defined as a diagonal matrix with D ii = j s ij . A normalized Laplacian matrix L is constructed from A and D as:
The top k eigenvectors obtained from Eigen Value Decomposition of Laplacian L are used to find k-dimensional embedding of the given data. Algo-rithm 1 lists out the steps in spectral clustering procedure as given in Ng et al. [21] .
Algorithm 1: Simple spectral clustering
Input: A set of points Z = {z 1 , ..., z n } in R l , parameters k, σ Output: k clusters of the given data 1. Form the affinity matrix A ∈ R n×n defined by A ij = exp(−||z i − z j ||/2σ 2 ) 2. Define D to be the diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is the sum of i-th row of A, and construct the matrix Find e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k , the k largest eigenvectors of L (chosen to be orthogonal to each other in the case of repeated eigenvalues), and form the matrix X = [e 1 e 2 . . . e k ] ∈ R n×k by considering the eigenvectors as columns of the matrix. 4 . Form the matrix Y from X by re-normalizing each of X's rows to have unit length (i.e.
5. Treating each row of Y as a point in R k , cluster them into k clusters via K-means or any other algorithm (that attempts to minimize distortion). 6. Finally, assign the original point s i to cluster j if and only if row i of the matrix Y was assigned to cluster j.
Conformal Prediction and Clustering
In this subsection we briefly present the theoretical background of the Conformal Prediction(CP) framework [27] . Typically, CP is used to assign confidence measure on the predictions made by a machine learning algorithm. One of the main requirements of CP is that points in Z are exchangeable, which means it is orderindependent. Given a set of points Z = {z 1 , . . . , z n−1 }, a new point z n and a significance level . If P is the prediction set with possible values which might be predicted for Z. CP determines if z n comes from P with an error on the long run of at most . In the CP framework, P-value is an important concept defined to encapsulate the relationship between a point z n and a set Z. The algorithm 2 details the steps in calculating the P-value. The point z n is said to conform to Z if the P-value between them is above a threshold ε. Given a new point z n , non-conformity gives us how well does that conform with an existing set of points Z. The Non-conformity measure N C is defined as:
where Z * is the set of all possible subsets of Z. There are many types of non-conformities proposed in the literature [6] . The two popular non-conformity functions are based on K nearest neighbours (KNN) and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). The KNN based non-conformity measure(N C) is defined as:
where δ ij is the j th smallest distance between z i and the objects in {z 1 , ..., z n } \ z i and k is the number of nearest neighbors.
The KDE based N C is defined as:
is the number of features, h is the kernel bandwidth and K(u) is the Gaussian kernel:
As mentio The algorithm to calculate the P-value(P ) as given by Balasubramanian et al. [2] is as follows: The value P gives us the measure of how similar or
Algorithm 2: Evaluation of P-value
Input: D 0 = {z 1 , ..., z n−1 } is the given set of points, Non-conformity measure N C, Significance level ε and the new point z i Output: P-value(P (z i , D 0 )) 1. Set provisionally zn = z i and
dissimilar the point is to a group of points. Since the concept of non-conformity and P-value(P ) can be used to define the relationship between a point and a neighbourhood set of another point, we hypothesized that the value of P would represent the similarity between two points.
Motivation
The methods of CP and SC were discussed in the previous sections. In Spectral clustering method, a metric is used for estimating the similarity between any two data points. In Conformal prediction framework, the conformity between a novel point and a set is calculated to evaluate the P-value. The conformity between the two points x and y can be further seen as the conformity between x and neighbourhood of y and vice versa. This relation between a point and a neighborhood set is a new way to formulate the similarity between two data points. Using the definition of P , we propose a definition of affinity in the next section.
Methodology
In this section, we present the proposed affinity metric based on P-value.
Construction of CPSC based affinity metric
Given a set of data points, we model them as nodes of a graph G as described in section 2.1. The neighborhood set of the node u is defined as:
The parameter controls the sparseness of the neighborhood graph. We propose two types of similarity using the non conformity measure and P −value. We define the similarity CPSC(A ij ) between two points z i , z j as the P-value between z i and the neighborhood of z j . Using the definition of P in Eqn. 13 we define A ij as:
From the definition of A ij we can see that it is not symmetric. The A ij need not be equal to A ij . In order to propose a symmetric affinity metric, we propose a mean P by taking average of P (z i , N bd(z j )) and P (z j , N bd(z i )). We denote this affinity by CPSCA(Â ij ). It is defined as :
Using the definition of P-value in sec. 2.2, the value of P signifies the conformity of a point z i to another set S. In this test, the set S is a set of neighborhood points of another point z j . If z i conforms with S, then z i is similar to z j . Hence the NULL hypothesis is proved.
Proposed algorithm
We propose a hybrid similarity using the Gaussian and steering features based similarity (Eq. 15). This is given as :
We have employed this similarity in the SC algorithm provided by Ng et al. [21] . The following is the modified SC algorithm with the proposed affinity:
Algorithm 3: Conformity Prediction based Spectral Clustering(CPSC) Input: Given data points, k Output: The labels of the input data points 1 From the data points, construct an affinity matrix A using similarity A ij in Eq. 16 From A, a normalized Laplacian matrix L is constructed. 2 Top k eigenvectors of L (k is the number of clusters) are computed. 3 The vectors obtained are further placed as columns to form matrixP , and rows ofP represent the original data points. 4 Rows of the matrixP are clustered using the K-means algorithm. 5 Original points are labelled based on results of the K-means clustering.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we present the framework for experimentation, the results obtained and the analysis of the proposed algorithm. The experiments were conducted on three different types of data sets.
We compared our technique with the following methods: spectral clustering algorithm (NJW) by Ng et al. [21] (2002), Neighbor propagation (NP) (2012) method proposed by Li and Guo. [18] , Shared Nearest Neighbors (SNN) (2016) based method proposed by Ye and Sakurai. [31] , Powered Gaussian (PG) (2017) based spectral clustering by Nataliani et al. [20] , Spectral clustering using Local PCA (LPCA) [1] (2017), Powered Ratio Cut (PRCUT) [4] (2018).
We have presented the results using three types of metrics. They are: Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [22] , Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [25] and Clustering Error (CE) [14] . The definition and detailed explanation of these metrics are given in the Appendix. As the clustering accuracy with respect to the ground truth increases, values of ARI and NMI metrics will go closer to 1, and the value of CE metric will become smaller (tending to 0).
Parameter Estimation
The proposed CPSC algorithm has two input parameters ε and k, where ε denotes neighbourhood size of a point, and k is used in the non-conformity function. Estimation of ε is done as follows: The given data is normalized, and distance(Euclidean) between all the data points is calculated. Let max dist represent the maximum of all the pairwise distances among the data points. We then run the proposed spectral clustering CPSC on the set of values [0, max dist ] with step size .01. The input parameter k is taken in the range of 1 to 30. We then evaluate the output of these clustering runs with an internal metric Silhouette Index [15] . The combination of input parameters (ε,k) for which we obtain the higher value of SI value is considered as the output of the CPSC algorithm. Li et al. [18] proposed automatic estimation of ε in their algorithms. In our experiments, we observed that the methods mentioned above do not provide an accurate estimate of ε. Hence we used an internal metric to arrive at optimal parameters, making it a completely unsupervised way of selecting parameters. The following subsection details our experiments on synthetic datasets.
Synthetic data sets
In the first category of data sets, synthetic data sets, we have considered four two dimensional synthetic data sets. They are Compound [32] , Aggregation [10] , Flame [9] and Pathbased [5] . Each data sets presents challenges such as varying local density, connectedness of data, etc. Results of CPSC method with other state of the art methods are displayed in Fig. 1 and Tables 1, 2, 3. 
Real data sets
The second category of data we have considered is UCI real data [19] . These data features are extracted from real scenarios and have varied number of features such as number of clusters (2 to 8), number of data points (74 to 768). Characteristics of five data sets we considered are displayed in Table 4 . Results of CPSC in comparison with other SC methods are given in Tables 5, 6 , 7. The results show that in most of the cases, CPSC outperforms the other methods. 
Handwritten data sets
The third category of data we have considered is MNIST handwritten digits database given by Lecun et al. [17] . The database has a training set of 60,000 examples and test set of 10,000 samples. There are 1000 samples for each of the ten digits (0-9). All the samples are images of size 28x28.
For our experiments, we have considered some of challenging test cases such as {0,8}, {3,5,8}, {1,2,3,4}. We have taken 200 samples of each digit in each test case.
The results of comparison with other techniques is presented in Tables 8, 9 , 10. In the following subsection we discuss the robustness of our method to the parameter k.
Parameter sensitivity
In this section, we have shown how the method is sensitive to the value of k. We analyzed, how the clustering accuracy(ARI value) changes with respect to k, when k is increased from 1 to 20. Sample plots of ARI versus k are shown in 
Conclusion
Traditionally in a spectral clustering algorithm Gaussian weighted distance is used to find the affinity between data points. Using the concepts of conformal prediction such as P-value, we have proposed a novel hybrid similarity metric by incorporating local neighborhood information in construction of pairwise affinity. The results on synthetic, real and handwritten data sets have shown that conformity based similarity between the data points has improved the effectiveness of SC.
